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Can the rapid dispersal of modern humans from Africa be explained in These questions concerning the origins and early
dispersal of modern Homo sapiens.

With a stone point, he etched a geometric design in the flat surfaceâ€”simple crosshatchings framed by two
parallel lines with a third line down the middle. The major neurological and cultural innovations that
characterized the appearance of fully modern humans has proven to be remarkably successful, culminating in
our dominance of the planet at the expense of all earlier hominid populations. A second major question
concerns the mode of evolution of the species H. The man picked up a piece of reddish brown stone about
three inches long that heâ€”or she, no one knowsâ€”had polished. Since , I have built the case that shape
resemblances between the Broken Hill and Petralona crania indicate the existence of a widespread middle
Pleistocene population which can be called Homo heidelbergensis if the Mauer mandible is also included, or
H. Artifacts at the site, however, were simple: hand axes and other Neanderthal-style tools. Thirty-six
thousand years ago, says Morris, before the world's human population differentiated into the mishmash of
races and ethnicities that exist today, "We were all Africans. Precisely how this transformation occurred is not
well understood, but it apparently was restricted to Homo sapiens and did not occur in Neanderthals. The
relationship between these changes is the subject of ongoing debate. Pieces of inscribed ostrich eggshell
turned up at Diepkloof. Under this model, the modern human form arose autonomously at multiple times and
locations worldwide within the last 1 million years, so that modern non-African populations each primarily
descended from separate evolutions of these Homo species. One of the most hotly debated issues in
paleoanthropology the study of human origins focuses on the origins of modern humans, Homo sapiens.
Klein7, on the other hand, proffers the notion that it was probably a biological change brought about by
mutations that played the key role in the emergence of behaviorally modern humans. For many years
paleontologists still had one gap in their story of how humans conquered the world. In the s, new tools
completely changed the kinds of questions that scientists could answer about the past. Archaeological
evidence from Europe suggests that Neanderthals may have survived in the Iberian Peninsula until perhaps as
recently as 30, to 35, years ago. Even in the late Pleistocene within and outside Africa, we find H.
Neanderthals and modern humans coexisted in some parts of the world for thousands of years. As these
peoples migrated they replaced all other human populations with little or no interbreeding. This is a difficult
hypothesis to test since brains do not fossilize. At that point in human history, which scientists have calculated
to be about , years ago, a woman existed whose mitochondrial DNA was the source of the mitochondrial DNA
in every person alive today. And that's about all the physical evidence there is for tracking the migrants' early
progress across Asia. A third question is the nature of the last common ancestor LCA of the sapiens and
neanderthalensis lineages, and when that LCA lived. Possibly, but other scholars point to more mundane
factors that may have contributed to the exodus from Africa. There are several theories of the adaptation value
of bipedalism. The moderns' behaviors were also different. Most appeared to have been ritually buried. But
they also raised questions. The knee and ankle joints became increasingly robust to better support increased
weight. The earliest hominin, of presumably primitive bipedalism, is considered to be either Sahelanthropus
[11] or Orrorin , both of which arose some 6 to 7 million years ago. In the feet the big toe moved into
alignment with the other toes to help in forward locomotion. Centre for Development Studies, University of
Bergen, Norway In , a team of anthropologists reported the discovery of three unusual skullsâ€”two adults and
a childâ€”at Herto, near the site of an ancient freshwater lake in northeast Ethiopia. Conveniently for
scientists, mitochondrial DNA has a relatively high mutation rate, and mutations are carried along in
subsequent generations. Therefore, if Homo sapiens were in this region for some 55, years prior to the
disappearance of the Neanderthals, there is no reason to assume that Neanderthals evolved into modern
humans. In a cave at Pinnacle Point in South Africa, a team led by Arizona State University
paleoanthropologist Curtis Marean found evidence that humans , years ago were eating shellfish, making
complex tools and using red ocher pigmentâ€”all modern human behaviors. From there, the thinking goes,
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migrants could have followed a southern route eastward along the coast of the Indian Ocean. Archaeologists
have found little direct evidence of confrontation between the two peoples. Critical to this model are the
following tenets: Out of Africa theory: homo sapiens arose in Africa and migrated to other parts of the world
to replace other hominid species, including homo erectus. Scientists do not agree on the time of the
departureâ€”sometime more recently than 80, years agoâ€”or the departure point, but most now appear to be
leaning away from the Sinai, once the favored location, and toward a land bridge crossing what today is the
Bab el Mandeb Strait separating Djibouti from the Arabian Peninsula at the southern end of the Red Sea. This
is theoretically unlikely since Neanderthal traits would have been genetically swamped by the Homo sapiens
genes over such a protracted period of time. Around 30, years ago humans were anatomically and behaviorally
similar throughout the world. The first DNA studies of human evolution didn't use the DNA in a cell's
nucleusâ€”chromosomes inherited from both father and motherâ€”but a shorter strand of DNA contained in
the mitochondria, which are energy-producing structures inside most cells.


